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NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF ARCJET PERFORMANCE
BASED ON THE CHEMICAL KINETICS AND

ELECTRON TEMPERATURE DISPARITY

KIazuhisa FuJITAt and Yoshihiro ARAKANWA

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics University of Tokyo
Hongo 7-3-1, Tokyo, 113 Japan

Presented are the results of numerical simulations of the nonequilibriuin plasma flow in
the electrothermal arcjet thruster. The numerical model consists of equations of the multi-
component gas-dynamic system including the chemical kinetics and a disparity between tem-
peratures of electron and heavy species, incorporated with the Ohm's law and an electric po-
tential equation to determine the heat generation. Electrode sheath models are introduced to
both cathode and anode boundary to evaluate the electrode potential drops. The gas-dynamic
equations are solved by a fully-implicit technique to reduce the calculation cost, while the elec-
tric potential is solved by FEM. The motion of the anode arc attachment is examined in terms
of the propellant species. Results show the discharge current distributed to the downstream
region of the constrictor with hydrogen as the propellant, while the arc attachment in the argon
stream is located more upstream even at the.same pressure level. Computed results for the
IRS ARTUS-4 thruster with hydrogen as the propellant are compared with the experimental
values. The numerical prediction agrees well with the experiment within 15-percent errors with
respect to the discharge voltage and specific impulse.

Nomenclature p = Viscosity
vm  = Momentum-transfer frequency

C, = Specific heat at constant pressure vu = Energy-exchange frequency
D = Mass diffusion coefficient

p = Mass densityE = Electric field vector = s condutivit0 = Electric conductivity
e = Total energy per unit volume, charge of = iscous stresse = r = Viscous stress

electron 6 = Electric potential
f = Mass concentration = Heat of formation
i, i = Mass diffusion flux = Heat of formation
j. j = Current density .. Subscripts
ks = Boltzmann's constant 0 = Electrode surface
m = Mass of particle 1. 2...m = Indices of species
AN = Rate of electron thermal emission A = Ambipolar diffusionI = Number density of particles d = Sheath edge
P, = Radiative loss e = Electron

p = Static pressure g = Heavy species
q, q = Heat flux i = Ion, ionization
R = Gas constant j = Running index of species
S = Rate of ionization in sheath n = Neutral
s = Rate of mass production by reaction :,r,0 = Cylindrical components of vector
T = Absolute temperature, thrust
t = Time Introduction
u. r. w = Cylindrical components of velocity
u = Streaming velocity Due to the development of both high-power solar
Sr. 0 = Cylindrical coordinates and nuclear space power systems, interest in using
de. = Rate of electron energy exchange electric propulsion for the primary propulsion func-
S = Inertial energy per unit volume tions has been increasing. In the past decade, re-

, = Ionization potential search and development of DC arcjet thrusters have
= Thermal conductivity been vigorously performed, and low-power hydrazine

lii = Coulomb logarithm arcjet thrusters are now in use on the Telstar 4 corn-
A = Mean free path inunicat ion satellite for north-south station keepingli].

T o Ao low power anirnonia arcjet will be applied for posi-
SDoctrofeor Engineering, SPS Rseaxch Fellow.. tion acquisition of the AMSAT-P3-D which is planned:Professor. member AIAA.

'This work is partly supported by the JSPS Research Fel- for launch on ARIANE 5 rocket in April 1996 [12, and
lowships for Young Scientists. a 26-kW ammonia arcjet thruster will be tested in
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early 1997 as the Electric Propulsion Space Exper- TABLE1: Operating parameters.

iiient (ESEX) ouboard the Advanced Research and
Global )bservation Satellite (ARGOS)[ 3 . Input power < 10 kW

Recent imtere-s in research and development of tlie Specific power < )500 M..1ikg
arcjet thruster may be focused on the thruster peror- Current < 100 A
mance enhancement. Regarding the low-power arcjet ka

0, _Plenum pressure > 10 kPa
lirusters, efforts are directed to extend the envelope

of operation to a higher specific impulse and efficiency.
In order to accomplish this. it is necessary to improve
our understanding of the physics governing the opera- Within this range of operation, the thermal veloc-

tion and then to build reliable models which can help ity distribution of particles can be fundamentally as-

designing thrusters of the next generation, sumed to be Maxwellian. Temperatures of the heavy

Because thrust production of the arcjet thruster species including ions are equilibrated because of a

is essentially of thermal gas-dynamic nature, their great rate of energy exchange through particle colli-

performance can be roughly estimated even by 1-D sions, while the electron temperature partly departs

models, as far as propellant heating and thermal loss from the heavy species temperature (T T) where

are accurately distributed through the flow channel, the electric field is locally intensified in comparison

as Glocker et al. have developed an acceptable three- with the electron mean free path (eEAe > kBT).
channel model in a quasi-one-dimensional manner4 1 . Electrical quasi-neutrality of the ionized gas is accept-

When the current is given as the operating parame- able except in the electrode sheath. The hall parame-

ter, the discharge voltage and power are closely re- ter is typically far less than unity because of the high

lated to the arc length. In addition, it is well-known collision frequency compared to the low current den-

that the anode heat loss is strongly dependent on the sity. Therefore, it is reasonable to neglect the influ-

discharge condition, namely the low- and high-mode. ence of the magnetic field on the mobility of charged

Therefore, it is the most important to develop an ac- particles. In addition, the model is based on the finite-

curate model describing the arc behavior. However. rate chemistry. For convenience, governing equations

the physical properties change drastically in the ra- are written in the cylindrical coordinates in which

dial direction due to the existence of the arc column the z coordinate is aligned with the thruster center

at. the center, which may restrict the prediction accu- axis. Although a change of the physical property in

racy of the 1-D models. Furthermore, the arc behavior the azimuthal direction is neglected (0/0 = 0). the

is strongly influenced by a radial gradient of the phys- azimuthal components are accurately incorporated in

ical property because it originates the radial diffusion order to simulate the swirl injection.

of charged particles, nonequilibrium reactions, and
a temperature disparity between electron and heavy Gas-dynamic system

species in the cold gas envelope surrounding the high- Based on the primary assumptions, gas-dynamic

temperature arc column. Hence, the 2-D treatment phenomena in the electrothernial arcjet thruster are

is inevitable for performance models in order to accu- expressed by an unsteady vector equation in conser-

rately predict. the arc behavior and discharge voltage, vation form as

Although some researchers have wisely presented OQ OF OG OM ON
interesting results with sophisticated 2-D models [ ' 11l, + 8 + - - +- H + S (1)

they have not self-consistently predicted the discharge
voltage because the anode arc attachment is artifi- where vectors Q, F, G, M. N. H, and S are defined

cially fixed at the nozzle surface in their models. Great in Table 2.

interest may be in prediction of the arc length or dis- The total energy per unit volume is defined for the

charge voltage according to the given electrode ge- whole fluid and electron fluid element respectively, as

ometry and operating parameters. From this view- plul 2  Pe Iu-' p -u 2

point. Yamada et al.have proposed an arc model in e = + - + + (2)

which the arc tension is balanced with the streaming
pressure [7 ]. On the other hand, the authors have con- Pe, Ie = c + ;f (3)
tinued to solve this problem by considering the speed 2
of arc growth in the radial directionl 81, 91. The present where f and c, are the inertial energy per unit volume,
model incorporates the finite-rate chemistry, an elec- given as
tron temperature disparity, and sheath models on the I
electrode boundaries, in order to clarify the arc lbo- ' 5
havior more accurately. = P CrdT+y + ekT -p (4)

Numerical Model 5, I_ , = -,,, [ -T. (5)
Primary assumptions

Primary assumptions The static pressures are defined as
The presented model is directed to the low- to ,

medium-power electrothermal arcjet thruster whose P = p fj RjT, -+ P (6)
typical operating parameters are shown in Table 1. .
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TABLE2: Components of vectors in Eq. (1)

Q/r F/r G/r M/r Ni/ H S/r

P pu pv 0 0 0 0

pu pu' +p pvu 7r; r7,, 0 0

pv puv pv 2 + T , -r pwi +p- rg 0

puW pUW ptVw T7: Tr, -pVU-+ 79,. 0

e (e+p)u (e+p)v UTrzz+VTr ur7,.+v,.,. 0 j-E-P,
+Wroz - q + twr -,. - q,.

Ph pfiu pfiv -ii. -il,. 0 si

Pf2 pf 2u pf 2 v -i2, -i 2,. 0 s

Pfm Pfmu pfmv -im. -imr 0 Sm

e, e,u e,v -qe. -qer 0 j.E-P,,-6ee

Pe = nekBTe (7) Electric field

The viscous stress tensor in the axisymmetric sys- By excluding the terms related to the magnetic
ter is given in the following form : field, the generalized Ohm's law is given by

Tzz 22 -Tz E + 1 VPe (15)
Tr. Trr Tre = . en /

roz: Tr t88/ where e is charge of an electron. In order to eval-
uate the electric field, Eq. (15) is combined with the

/2 Tu -2-u -+u \ Maxwell's equations in steady-state form. These equa-
z  3 z Jr z tions are rewritten in terms of the electric potential 4.

2 v 2 w w and a relation of E = -V finally yields an elliptic
S2 3 -- u Tr (8) partial differential equation for :

t sy m . 2-- Vu V (oV6) = V- Vp,1(16)

with wu Ov v Transport properties

z r (9) Transport phenomena are essentially based on the
The mass-diffusion and heat-flux vector of heavy microscopic collisions among particles. All the trans-
species j are defined as follows, respectively : port properties are formulated in terms of the collision

ij -DjV(pf) (1) frequency, which is defined as a function of tempera-
S-) () ture and a number density of target particles. When

q = jij -K- jVT (11) the collision cross-section is available, the correspond-

The heat-flux vector of electron is defined as ing collision frequency can be numerically integrated

5ksT, by assuming the Maxwellian distribution for the in-
ge = -eVTe - 2-- (12) cident velocity relative to the target particles, after

e lwhich it is formulated as an approximate function of
The total heat-flux vector q is given as the sum of all temperature [91. If the collision integrals are available,
heat-flux vectors : they are directly used to formulate the frequencies. On

q- Eq j  (13) the other hand, the collision frequency whose cross-
j section is not available is conversely derived from the

. . experimentally and/or theoretically evaluated diffu-Electrons undergo the elastic and inelastic colli-or d ifu
sion coefficient, viscosity, mobility,. or conductivity.

sions against heavy particles, through which their
S. . The electric conductivity is formulated by neglect-thermal energy is transferred to the heavy species.

Sin- thle ion current. :The rate of this energy transfer per unit volume and
time is formulated as nee2

a = (17)
6e, = Z vjnekB(T,-T,) +pjs,] (14) Mnze V

where vU takes account of both elastic and inelastic The diffusion coefficient and thermal conductivity of
collisions of an electron against j-particles. heavy species j are formulated in a similar sense by
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summing up all the collision frequencies for j. The in the sheath. After some calculations, we obtain
viscosity of the whole fluid is defined by using a mix-
ture rule in addition. With respect to the diffusion of S= Nn,I TOT , I (20)

Sn -ex - (20) *
ions, the ambipolar diffusion may be more appropri- V 71 i 0o
ate in the radial direction toward the constrictor wall
from the arc. Therefore, the ambipolar diffusion coef- where n, and Ei are the number density and ionization

ficient is given to ion instead of its original diffusion potential of neutrals respectively, and y is a coefficient
coefficient : related to the corresponding ionization cross-section,

which can be numerically obtained as shown in Table 3
DA = (1 + T/T,)Di (18) for argon and hydrogen.

On the other hand, ions reach the sheath edge from

Electrode sheath model the plasma with a velocity corresponding to the pre-
sheath potential at the order of electron temperature

Neglect of the electrode potential drop does not in the plasma. The ion flux here is also equivalent to
only result in prediction errors of the discharge voltage the ambipolar diffusion flux from the plasma
and arcjet performance, but has a significant effect on
the arc behavior in the close vicinity of the electrode . 2 kBTed JAd
surfaces, because the electric field in the plasma is -n = e (21)
influenced by a change in the sheath edge potential
which is given to Eq. (16) as the boundary condition. where
In an attempt to deal with this problem, the electrode JAd (DA 7 (22)
sheath models are developed. e 1 )d

Figure 1 shows the cathode ionization sheath The number density of electron or ion at the sheath
model. Because of high number densities of parti- edge. nd, can be evaluated from Eq. (21). On the
cles in the arcjet operation, thickness of the sheath, d, sheath edge, the total current density is given as
is so small that the model only incorporates changes
normal to the electrode surface, and that equations jd = jid + jed (23)
are only applied to the calculation boundaries of the
flow. Electrons reaching the sheath edge are the sum Insertion of Eqs. (19) and (21) with (20) into (23) I
of those thermally emitted from the unit area of the yields
cathode surface at a rate of N(To) as a function of
the cathode temperature, and those produced by ion- J =  _ m  

xp c kc, ,
ization at. a rate of S per the unit area of the sheath. L V 4d7 \_ _T J

Some of them with high thermal energy are lost to [ T0 /-)]
the cathode surface. Therefore, the electron flux at + 1 + n, --( exp exN (24)
the sheath edge is written as V d <Po

Shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are characteristics of the
- = nd, ksT exp k - N - S (19) cathode potential drop vs. the cathode surface tem-
e V 27me k-Ted/ perature calculated by Eq. (24) for the typical hydro-

gen operation with W-ThO 2 as the cathode material.
The ionization rate per unit area of the sheath, S, A decrease in cathode surface temperature decreases

is originally an integrated value over the sheath thick- the potential drop when the current density is identi-
ness d. However, in order to simplify the problem, an cal. This is because the ionization rate in the sheath
averaged number density and kinetic energy of parti- should be increased by decreasing the potential drop
cles are used, and the constant electric field is assumed in order to maintain the current density in spite of

a decrease in electron flux supplied from the cathode
surface at lower temperatures. An increase of the neu-
tral number density conversely increases the sheath
potential, because ionization can be proportionally in-

/ eS --- creased along with the neutral number density.
eN - - The electron temperature at the sheath edge is as-

sociated with the potential drop and electron heat
o conductive flux from the plasma. Heat conduction of

r ,n, =nn electron from the plasma, which originates from the

TABLE3: 7 and Ei in Eq. (20).

S_-Species 7 [m/IK] ,i [eV]

0 d Argon 1.32x 10- 4  15.76

FIG. 1: Cathode ionization sheath model. lydrogen 1.94 x 10 -  13.60

I
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fusion flux of charged particles
10 -.-----. --....- -... T-d= 35.000 K

S-10'A/m [ ( 600
S= i/m3  id = 1 - - exp eJAd i (26)

0 - 4..i0 l m \kBTed
* 

c - 
------ ""= 10 A/m2 - ^ ___"

_ 2This equation is valid as far as do is negative, and a dif-
-10 ---- ---- - - - ferent model is required when do turns positive. How-

S10' ever, this does not happen so often because (jd/JAd) iS
S-20 -- - .-- - - -- normally larger than -10 near the anode sheath of the

S10/ electrothermal arcjet thruster. Even if (jd/JAd) hap-

-30 ---- ----- ----- -...- --..- pens to decrease below the threshold value and turn 0o
o I/ I positive, this accordingly decreases the space potential

40 - -. of the anode sheath edge, which in turn decreases the
current discharged from this region. Therefore, the

Spotential drop is only allowed to be less than or equal
-oto in the anode sheath model.2400 2600 2800 3000 3200 3400 3600 to 0 in the anode sheath model.

In order to determine the electrode surface temper-
Cathode surface temperature [K] atures consistently, it is necessary to solve an equation

of energy conservation on the electrode surface, cou-
FIG. 2: Cathode potential drop vs. surface tempera- pled with the electrode thermal analysis. The authors
ture for various current densities. . 110ture for various current densities. have partly solved this problem [1" 1 by proposing a sim-

ple cathode thermal model, however, this approach
is found to increase the stiffness of equation system

0 ..- _- r ,= 35. 06 2 and the numerical instability, which are unacceptable

S ______ d = 10 A/m
2  for the performance model. Because further modifi-

0 -- cations are presently required for the energy equation
P and numerical technique to solve it, this paper intro-
"- -10 - -- - - duces the fixed surface temperatures for the cathode
SLand anode, which are roughly estimated from the elec-

a -0 ------ -- trode thermal analysis by applying the typical oper-
o ating parameters to the energy equation.

S-30 - --S-30 Boundary conditions

(3-40 - -- Because of the subsonic inflow to the arcjet
thruster. one of the independent variables at the in-
let boundary should be determined from downstream.

-5400 2600 2800 000 3400 3600 In order to satisfy this requirement, the static pres-
sure is given by first-order extrapolation. The pro-

Cathode surface temperature [K] pellant mass flow rate and injecting direction with a
swirling component are specified as the operating pa-

FIG. 3: Cathode potential drop vs. surface tempera- rameters, and the total temperature is calculated by
ture for various neutral densities. ,considering energy conservation between this bound-

ary and the stagnation point in the propellant feeding
cylinder. The stagnation temperature is assumed torandom thermal motion of electrons, should be equal be 300 . The mass concntrati e second

o te hat flu t t c s be 300 [K]. The mass concentration of the secondaryto the heat flux brought to the cathode surface by .St t fx b t t c species such as ion. dissociated species, and exciteda fraction of electrons whose thermal energy is large
ones, is set zero, because a non-reaction rlde is ap-

enough to overcome the potential barrier : .Splied to this boundary. It is not acceptable to give
/ T'e an ionization fraction on this boundary, because this

'-d approach has great influence on the discharge char-
Id acteristics through the constrictor. The authors have

nd(kBTed)' 2 e O
0 " e 0  (5) found that an ionization fraction more than 1.0x10-'

S\ kBTed \kBTd) given at the inlet can readily redistribute the anode
arc attachment more upstream than the non-reaction

Finally. nd: Tea, and <o can be determined self- rule does. Even if no ionization fraction is imposed
consistently by solving non-linear simultaneous equa- on this boundary. the numerical model allows a small
tions of (21), (24), and (25). number of ions, which are sufficient enough to start

The sheath model can be applied to the anode and maintain the chemical reactions, to diffuse in the
in the similar manner though the current is directed anti-streamwise direction from the arc. The electron
oppositely to the ambipolar diffusion. In the anode temperature. which has thereby no physical meaning
sheath, we can approximately neglect the thermal on this boundary, is set equal to the heavy species
emission and ionization in comparison with the dif- temperature in order to avoid the numerical problem.
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Because the boundary condition at. the nozzle exit and non-linear chemical reactions in the arc column,

is subject to whether the outflow is supersonic or sub- the time step is very restricted in the Euler-explicit

sonic, it is switched accordingly. When the outflow scheme, accompanied with ; large number of itera-

is supersonic, all the independent variables here can tion steps required for convergence. In order to re-

be evaluated by extrapolation from the upwind area. duce the total calculation cost. allowable for practical

Even in this case, the flow in the boundary layer is use, the gas-dynamic equations a.re solved by a fully-

possibly subsonic, however, this region has little influ- implicit technique. The explicit terms are calculated

ence on the entire flow characteristics in general. On by TVD scheme"1 with slight modification of the nu-

the contrary, if the outflow is subsonic, a small exit. nerical flux vector as proposed by Takakura et al[ 12] .

pressure is imposed on the exit, boundary until the Yee's limiter in symmetric forrm[n1 is utilized, and the

flow turns supersonic. This exit pressure has no effect gas-dynamic matrices are formulated in the similar

on the steady-state solution. approach proposed by Wada et all 14 . The implicit

On the electrode boundaries, the streaming veloc- operators are constructed in the Lower Upper Alter-

ity and a normal gradient of pressure is set zero. The nate Directional Implicit (LU-ADI) algorithm[l s ] with

electron temperature and mass concentration of ion the Diagonally Dominant Alternate Directional Im-

are evaluated by the electrode sheath model described plicit Factorization (DDADI), based on the flux vector g
above. Regarding other species, the solid wall is ac- splitting technique. In addition, the Jacobian matri-

cepted as the flow boundary, on which the thermal ces of the source terms related to H and S in Eq. (1)

equilibrium is assumed. The unique temperature of are treated implicitly in order to reduce the numerical

the heavy species is set equal to that of the electrode, instability[t 6], because the chemically reacting flows

and the mass concentration of the non-charged sec- contain very different characteristic time scales in na-

ondary species is evaluated from the Saha equation, ture. The electric potential is solved by FEM at each

However, the calculated mass concentration is usually iterative step of the gas-dynamic equation. Triangular

small enough to be set zero compared with that in the elements with a first-order interpolation function are

flow. On the center axis, utilized is the axisymmetric used. The non-linear simultaneous equations of the

condition in which the azimuthal and radial compo- electrode sheath model are solved iteratively by the

nent of the streaming velocity are set zero, while radial Newton-Lapson method.

gradients of other physical properties are set equal to In order to start the calculation, it is necessary to

zero. initiate the arc discharge and chemical reactions by

Equation (16) is solved by the finite element increasing the temperature and number densities of

method (FEM) as a boundary value problem. On the secondary species, because the non-reaction rule

the inlet, center axis, and nozzle exit boundary, the is imposed at the inlet boundary. Similarly to the

normal gradient of the electric potential is set zero by arcjet operation, an initial discharge path is bridged

means of the natural boundary condition. Regarding between the cathode tip and the upstream edge of the

the electrodes, the reasonable boundary for Eq. (16) constrictor. Along the initial discharge path, the tern-

is the sheath edge rather than the electrode solid sur- peratures of electron and heavy species are increased

face, because this equation fails in the sheath region to 40,000 and 5.000 K respectively, and a small ion-

where the charge quasi-neutrality is broken. There- ization fraction is specified. This ionization fraction

fore, boundary values for the cathode and anode are for ignition is typically larger than 10-4 and 10- 5 for

given by adding absolute values of the calculated po- hydrogen and argon, respectively. With smaller frac-

tential drops to the electrode surface potential, consid- tions, the arc discharge is found to be hardly initiated.

ering the negative potential drops on both electrode
surfaces. On the other hand, the discharge voltage is Results
imposed as the cathode surface potential by a nega-
tive value with respect to the anode, and controlled Two simulations are conducted in this study. The

so that the calculated total current can be equal to first calculation aims to obtain better understanding

the current given as an operating parameter. This of the arc behavior with argon and hydrogen as pro-

procedure self-determines the discharge voltage and pellants, which represent mono-atomic and molecular

electrode potential drops asymptotically. characteristics in contrast, respectively. The second
is a simulation of the ARTUS-4 thruster operation [17]

Numerical Procedure at 1.5 kW level using hydrogen, in which the predic-
tion accuracy of the developed model is discussed by

The grid system is producea as the intersectional comparing the numerical results with the experimen-

points of the rectangular curvilinear coordinates which tal values.

are numerically generated by solving a boundary value Because the Neumann characteristics of the elec-

problem of elliptic partial differential equations. The tron energy equation do not strictly satisfy the TVD

fine grid is clustered around the cathode tip in order to condition of the heavy species, the calculation stabil-

deal with a drastic change of the physical properties in ity is found strongly restricted by the electron energy

this region. Equation (1) is then transformed into the equation. Better treatment of the electron energy to-

computational coordinates, in which it is computed gether with the non-linear reaction source terms may

in a time-marching method. Because of the subsonic be required for application of this numerical code to

flow in the plenum chamber, intense Ohmic heating, practical use as a design tool. I
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TABLE 4: Dominant chemical reactions in argon and
hydrogen plasma of the electrothermal arcjet. Currcnt dcnsity [A/ni

2
]

(1) Ar + e - Ar + e + e

(2) Ar"' + e - Ar, + e + e

Argon (3) Ar m + Ar - Ar+ + Ar+e + eI'

(4) Ar + e - Ar m + e

(5) Ar + e+e-Ar+e+ hv

(6) Ar m + B - Ar + B + hv

(1) H 2 +e-H+H+e
(1) Mass concentration of ion

(2) H2 +B-H+H+B

(3) H2+e--H++H+e+e

Hydrogen (4) H + e - H+ + e + e -

(5) H+B- H++B+e

(6) H+H+B- H2 +B

(7) H++B+e-H+B+hv

(8) H++e+e-H+e+hv _____ _

t B represents an arbitrary heavy particle, and hvstands for a photon. a p FIG.4: Contours of the current density and mass con-
centration of ion in argon flow at th=297 mg/s and
1=60.0 A; logarithmically scaled.

Reaction models and species involvedI Dominant chemical reactions in the argon and hy-
drogen plasma of the electrothermal arcjet are pre- Current density [A/m 21
sented in Table 4. Regarding the rare-gas plasma
at a relatively high pressure (>1 Torr) and low elec-
tron temperature (<5 eV), cumulative ionization of
the meta-stable atom is one of the dominant ioniza- ------ , )

tion processes [l18 . Hence, the ground-state atom (Ar),
meta-stable atom (Arm), singly ionized ion (Ar+), and
electron (e) are taken into consideration. With re-
spect to hydrogen, the ground-state molecule (H,).
atom (H), singly ionized atom (H+), and electron are

treated. The radiative loss from the plasma is taken Mass concentration of ion
into account for the reactions involving radiation. The
reaction rate coefficient is formulated as a product
of particle number densities and the Arrhenius-type
function, Aexp(BlogT-C/T), where T is T, or T, y -'
according to the reaction, while A, B, and C are eval-
uated from the corresponding collision cross-section,
or directly from the experimental data if available.

Arc behavior

The first calculation is done with the electrode ge- FIG. 5: Contours of the current density and mass con-
ometry used in the previous diagnostic experimentl9l. centration of ion in hydrogen flow at m=15.0 mg/s and
The constrictor is 3 mm in diameter and 4 mm in I=60.0 A; logarithmically scaled.
length, and the electrode gap is set 1 mm. Half angles
of the plenum chamber, divergent nozzle, and cathode
tip are 45°. 300. and 150 respectively, and the cathode lants at approximately the same particle number den-
tip radius is 0.3 mm. The computational domain was sity in the plenum chamber, the propellant flow rate
carefully bounded on the upstream and downstream is identically given by 10 standard liter per minute,
region by the inlet and exit boundary respectively so which is equivalent to mass flow rates of 297 and 15.0
that they cannot influence the flow and arc discharge. mg/s for argon and hydrogen respectively. On the
The grid contains 120 axial by 30 radial nodes. other hand, the current is identically given by 60 A in

Typical contour lines of the calculated current den- both cases. The results show that the current is dis-
sity and ion mass concentration are shown in Figs. 4 tributed to the upstream part of the constrictor in the
and 5 for argon and hydrogen, respectively. In order to argon flow, while it is distributed more downstream in
compare the discharge characteristics of both propel- the hydrogen flow. Such a characteristic trend of cur-
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35000 ions, the ratio of the radial diffusion flux to the axial

,---- streaming flux is 4.8 times larger in thle argon strea.m
30000 at r= 1 mm on the upstream end of lie constrictor.

accompanied with a higher ionization rate. Though

25000 the hydrogen ions diffuse more quickly than the argon
i- ions because of smaller collision frequencies, hydrogen

S20000 also enjoys a higher streamwise velocity in the con-
S\ strictor. In addition, ionization of hydrogen proceeds

15000 --- slowly, involving dissociation of the molecular parti-
cles. From these facts, the higher discharge voltage

1000 - Electron and longer arc column in the hydrogen operation is

- Heavy species mainly due t6 the slow ionization and small ratio of

the radial diffusion to the axial streaming flux.
SThe elastic collision frequency between an electron

0 and neutral particles is also responsible for the dif-

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 ferent discharge characteristics, especially in the cold "
gas envelope surrounding the arc column. With the

Radial position [mm] electron temperature less than 5 eV, the momentum

FIG. 6: Radial profiles of temperature at the upstream transfer cross-section of the electron collision against
FIG. 6: Radial profiles of temperature at the upstream .
end of constrictor in argon flow; 7im=297 mg/s and atomic argon is less than one tenth of that with molec-

1=60.0 A. ular hydrogen due to the Ramsauer-Townsend effect.
This makes the electron mobility in the argon flow

_____larger than in the hydrogen flow, increasing the elec-
35000

Hy00g tric conductivity even if the ionization fraction is iden-
, tydrogen . tical.

30000 - - -- - --- -
3 ------ - - Figures 6 and 7 show the radial temperature pro-

- Electron files of electron and heavy species at the upstream I
S5000 e end of the constrictor for argon and hydrogen flow,

respectively. In both figures, the temperatures are
S20000 - found closely equilibrated in the arc column, how-

.- -ever, the electron temperature departs from the heavy
S15000 --- - species temperature with approaching the anode wall.

- Because the energy-exchange collision frequencies be-
- 10000 -------- ---- tween an electron and heavy particles are fundamen-

tally proportional to the particle mass ratio of elec- .
5000 ------- ---- tron to heavy species in the elastic collisions, a smaller

mass ratio for argon results in a severer electron ten-
0 perature disparity. In addition, electrons exchange
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 their thermal energy with molecular hydrogen at a

Radial position [mm] great rate because inelastic collisions are more prob-
able among them. The lower electron temperature in

FIG. 7: Radial profiles of temperature at the upstream hydrogen suppresses ionization and dissociation in the
end of constrictor in hydrogen flow: i.=15.0 mg/s and cold gas envelope and keeps the arc from attaching to
I=60.0 A. the constrictor wall until the propellant reaches a high

ionization fraction in the downstream region.

rent distribution, accompanied with higher discharge Performance calculation of ARTUS-4

voltages in hydrogen operation, is generally observed Performance calculation is conducted simulat-
in the experiment. ing the IRS ARTUS-4 thruster with the Nozzle-1 I

In the case of presented figures, the calculated inlet configuration[ l] , operated at 1.5 kW level with hydro-
pressure of hydrogen operation is approximately the gen as a propellant. The constrictor of the Nozzle-1 is
same as that of argon operation, although the calcu- 0.6 mm in both length and diameter, and half angles
lated voltage or input power is 3.4 times larger at the of the cathode tip. plenum chamber, and nozzle are
same current level. This is because the mean tern- 22.50, 30.00. and 20.0°, respectively. The area ratio
perature of the propellant stream in the constrictor of the divergent nozzle is 400. The cathode tip radius
is lower in hydrogen flow in spite of a quick increase is given by 0.1 riim, and the electrode gap is set. 0.8
of the gas constant along with the temperature due mm. The inlet boundary of the computational domain
to molecular dissociation. An increase of power in is located at :3.6 miI upstream from the cathode tip
hydrogen operation is not directly transformed into where the conical part of the cathode begins, while
the thermal energy of particles but used in dissocia- the exit boundary is set at the nozzle exit. The grid
tion, and also lost to the constrictor surface due to contains 160 axial by 35 radial nodes. The maximal
large thermal conductivity of hydrogen. Regarding temperature of the anode surface inside the thruster
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Current density [A/m2 1 -0- Experiment i = 10.0 mg/s

S- Experiment in= 20.0 mg/s
S-*-Calculation in= 10.0 mg/s140 -
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Heavy species temperature [K] 0 - -. i - --- - ---

250000

1100 ------- --------------.-
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FIG.8: Distribution of current density and heavy 1000 -------- --

100

species temperature calculated for ARTUS-4 opera-
tion at m=10.0 mg/s and =15.0 A. 6 900

strictor, while that of the cathode is gven by 3200 K y

at the cathode tip. Based on these maximal points. Experiment = 20.0 mg
-"- Expcrimcnt mi= 20.0 mg/s

the wall temperatures are distributed and kept con- 500--- -- Calculation i= 10.0mg/s
stant through the calculation. The direction of the -+ Calculation hi= 20.0 mg/s
swirl injection is set 30' with respect to the stream- 400
wise direction. 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 1SO 200

Figure 8 shows the typical contours of the current Specific power [MJ/kg]
density and heavy species temperature calculated at (b)
ri. = 10.0 mg/s and 1= 15.0 A. The current is found
broadly distributed among the downstream area of the 100
constrictor and nozzle, however, also a small portion of 0 --- -- Experiment in= 10.0mg/s
the current is conducted to the upstream region. The -6- Experiment ir= 20.0mg/s

arc column is radially constricted due to a high plenum _ 80 ------- Calculation m= 10.0mg/s

pressure, and the propellant stream in the constrictor ,l -- Calculation in= 20.0 mg/s

is channelled well. which reduces the conduction loss
to the constrictor surface from the arc because of the 60 --- -- ----

cold gas envelope with low conductivity. 50-- - ..------
Numerical predictions are finally compared with 4

S 40 -- - -
the experimental values presented in Ref. [17]. As . ..

shown in Fig. 9(a), the calculated discharge voltages 30 ------ --.. .. " -

are close to the experimental ones though they are 20 -------
10 to 15 percent smaller. In contrast, the calculated
thrust is 5 to 15 percent larger than the experiment. 10 . ------ .-----

which leads to overestimation of the specific impulse o0
as seen in Fig. 9(b). Because the thrust efficiency is 800 850 900 950 1000 1050
defined by 7=T 2/2nVl'. the overestimation of thrust Specific impulse [sec
and the underestimatiot of the discharge voltage de-
flect the predicted thrust efficiency from the experi- (c)
mental values to some extent.-ental values to some extent. FIG. 9: Comparison of numerical prediction with cx-

The reason for negative errors of the calculated periment in terms of (a) discharge voltage vs. current,
voltage is the small cathode drop, which is typically (b) specific impulse vs. specific power, and (c) thrust
less than 10 V at the cathode tip. The overestimation efficiency vs. specific impulse.
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of thrust is possibly due to underestimation of the ra- tions," AIAA-95-2503. 31st JPC, San Diego. CA.
diative loss less than a few percent of the total power. July, 1995.
and also the dissipative loss subject to the electrode [4] Glocker. B., Schrade. H.O.. and Auwet.er-
boundary conditions. This implies that a further ac- Kurtz, M.. "Performance Calculation of Arcjet
curate treatment of the interactions between the elec- Thrusters-The Three-Channel Model," IEPC-93- -
trode and flow-field may be required. It may be nec- 187, 23rd IEPC, Seattle, WA, September, 1993.
essary to incorporate the electrode thermal analysis [5] Rhodes, R. and Keefer, D.. "Non-equilibrium
into the flow and electric field calculation. Modeling of Hydrogen Arcjet Thrusters," IEPC-

93-217, 23rd IEPC, Seattle, WA, September.
Conclusion 1993.

A detailed numerical model of the electrother- [6] Miller, S. and Martinez-Sanchez, M., "Nonequi-

mal arcjet is constructed in the generalized multi- librium Numerical Simulation of Radiation-

component expression, taking account of the chemical Cooled Arcjet Thrusters," IEPC-93-218, 23rd

kinetics, an electron temperature disparity, and the IEPC, Seattle, WA, September, 1993.

electrode potential drops. The gas-dynamic equations [7] Yamada, T., Toki. K., and Kuriki, K.: "Behavior

are solved by a fully-implicit technique with great suc- of Arc Column in Arcjet Constrictor," IEPC-93-

cess. 184, 23rd IEPC, Seattle, WA, September, 1993.

Numerical results show the unique characteristics [8] Fujita, K. and Arakawa, Y., "Numerical Simu-

of arc behavior with argon and hydrogen as propel- lation of Arc Column Behavior in a Low Power

lants. A major portion of current is distributed to DC Arcjet," 3rd Russian-German Conference on

the upstream surface of the constrictor in argon op- Electric Propulsion Engines and Their Technical

eration, while it is distributed more downstream in Applications, Stuttgart, FRG, July, 1994.

hydrogen operation. The slow ionization of hydrogen [9] Fujita, K., "Arc Column Behavior and Heat. Loss

involving molecular dissociation, and the small ratio Mechanism in a DC Arcjet Thruster," Ph.D The-

of the radial ambipolar diffusion flux compared to the sis, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics.

axial streaming flux, suppress the radial extension of University of Tokyo, February, 1995.

the arc along with the streamwise position, resulting [10] Fujita, K. and Arakawa. Y., "Cathode Phenom-

in a long arc column and high discharge voltage in ena and Arc Behavior in a DC Arcjet," Proceed-

hydrogen operation. ings of the 32nd Conference on Aircraft Engines.

Calculation results for the ARTUS-4 thruster agree Kyoto, Japan, March, 1995.

well with the experiment. With the current and pro- [11] Yee, H.C. and Harten, A., "Implicit TVD I
pellant flow rate as the operating parameters, the cal- Schemes for Hyperbolic Conservation Laws in

culated discharge voltages remain less than 15 % neg- Curvilinear Coordinates," AIAA-85-1513, 1985.

ative errors. However, the model overestimates the [12] Takakura. Y., Ishiguro, I., and Ogawa, S., "On

specific impulse by 5-15 %, which correspondingly de- the Recent Difference Schemes for the Three-

flects the prediction of the thrust efficiency from the Dimensional Euler Equations" AIAA-87-1151-
experiment. This fact suggests that more accurate CP, 8th CFD, Honolulu, 1987.

models may be required for the electrode sheath and [13] Yee, H.C., J. Compt. Phys., Vol.68, 1987.
heat loss process, especially the radiation loss. PP. 151-179.

[14] Wada, Y.. Kubota, H., Ishiguro, T., and Ogawa.
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